
Five Busy Elves
CCSS Assessment

Directions: 
Use what you know about Five Busy Elves to answer each of the following questions.  

B  

C 

D 

The North Pole

Alaska

Someplace cold and snowy

Canada

3. What is the setting of the story?    
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C 

A  

B  

D 

Rudolph and the other reindeer

Santa and Mrs. Claus

The five busy elves

The snowman and the little mouse

1. Who were the main characters in this story?  

C 

A  

B  

D 

First the elves made cookies, then they sorted mail, last they wrapped presents.

First the elves sorted mail, then they made cookies, last they wrapped presents. 

First the elves wrapped presents, then they sorted mail, last they made cookies. 

First the elves made cookies, then they wrapped presents, last they sorted mail. 

2. Choose the correct order of events below.  

A  

D 

A  

C 

B  

Santa tells how the elves feel.

The elves tell the reader they are happy.

Mrs. Claus and the mouse tell how the elves feel. 

The pictures show the elves smiling when they are happy.

4. How do you know that the elves are happy in the story?    



A  

C 

D 

Why Santa likes Christmas

How elves get ready for Christmas

How Mrs. Claus decorates for Christmas

Why Rudolph has a red nose

5. What did you learn about in this story?  

A  

C 

B  

The elves

The illustrator

Rudolph

The narrator

6. Who is telling the story?   

C 

B  

D 

The story takes place at the North Pole

The story takes place in the future

The story takes place in the summer

The story takes place in the city

7. What do you learn about the setting of this book based on the illustrations?   

A  

B  

D 

They are both tired

They both like to dance

They both have jobs to do

They are both excited for summertime 

8. How are the Elves and Santa the same in this story?   

C 

B  

D 

Get ready for Christmas 

Take a vacation

Go on strike

Play tricks on Santa

9. What do you think the elves will do next year?   
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D 

A  

A  
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Five Busy Elves
CCSS Assessment Answer Key

Directions: 
Use what you know about Five Busy Elves to answer each of the following questions. 

A 

B  

D 

First the elves made cookies, then they sorted mail, last they wrapped presents.

First the elves sorted mail, then they made cookies, last they wrapped presents. 

First the elves wrapped presents, then they sorted mail, last they made cookies. 

First the elves made cookies, then they wrapped presents, last they sorted mail. 

2. Choose the correct order of events below.  (RL.1.2)

A 

B  

D 

Rudolph and the other reindeer

Santa and Mrs. Claus

The five busy elves

The snowman and the little mouse

1. Who were the main characters in this story?  (RL.1.1)

A 

C 

B  

Santa tells how the elves feel.

The elves tell the reader they are happy.

Mrs. Claus and the mouse tell how the elves feel. 

The pictures show the elves smiling when they are happy.

4. How do you know that the elves are happy in the story?  (RL.1.4)

B  

C 

D 

The North Pole

Alaska

Someplace cold and snowy

Canada

3. What is the setting of the story?  (RL.1.3)
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A  

C 

D 

Why Santa likes Christmas

How elves get ready for Christmas

How Mrs. Claus decorates for Christmas

Why Rudolph has a red nose

5. What did you learn about in this story? (RL.1.5)

A  

C 

B  

The elves

The illustrator

Rudolph

The narrator

6. Who is telling the story?  (RL.1.6)

C 

B  

D 

The story takes place at the North Pole

The story takes place in the future

The story takes place in the summer

The story takes place in the city

7. What do you learn about the setting of this book based on the illustrations?  (RL.1.7)

A  

B  

D 

They are both tired

They both like to dance

They both have jobs to do

They are both excited for summertime 

8. How are the Elves and Santa the same in this story?  (RL.1.9)

C 

B  

D 

Get ready for Christmas 

Take a vacation

Go on strike

Play tricks on Santa

9. What do you think the elves will do next year?  (RL.1.10)
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